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Q NCE upon a time there 'lJ.)as a Cat whose whiskers
slipped, and since the j a ult cf their slipping was
entirely his, he had no one to blame but himself. Anyway they got him into a peck-of-trouble and a book.
Now, often when you are in a peck-of-trouble you get
into jail or the newspapers, but this Cat simply got
into a book and took with him a Lamb, a Dog, a
Squirrel, a Robin, a Firefly, and a couple of Fairies.
The book was read to a Little-boy-with-an-Etoncollar, who used to giggle through its pages and hate
to have them end, and always and always he said
when the cover was closed, "Mummy, isn't there
moreP"
But one day he stopped saying, "Isn't there any
moreP" and said stout{v, "Mummy, WHY isn't there
any more.P"
And -that is why there is another book now for
Colin who was the Little-boy-with-the-Eton-collar.

THE TURTLE WHOSE SNAP UNFASTENED
RS. TURTLE finished weeding in her seaweed
garden and swam angrily across the N arroways to
her home. She pulled herself up on the bank and
skittered her tail to get the last drop of water off, then walked
crossly to the house.
There she found Mr. Turtle reading the morning paper
and puffing at his pipe.
"And how does your garden grow, my Love?'' he asked.
"You'd know more about it, if you helped me with it,
once in awhile!" Mrs. Turtle snapped.
Mr. Turtle put his paper down and knocked the ashes
out of his pipe. "It can't be that you are cross," he protested gently. "You are always so sunny! What can be
the trouble?"
Mrs. Turtle sat down and wiped a flipper over her face.
There were tears in her eyes.
"I am just SO discouraged," she sighed. "You know
yesterday I ·got up early to weed the garden. I always like
to get at it by sunrise, for the water is clear then and the
fish aren't swimming around muddying things up, and I can
see what I am dQing. When I left it yesterday, it was just
too lovely! The gillaniums were about a foot high." (Mrs.
Turtle used those to flavor soup.) "The finarions were as
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straight as sticks." (She drjed those and used them to
sweeten pies in December.) "The boxoricis were just coming
up." (Those brewed excellent tea.) "And the shellens were
just ready to bloom." (She used those fo; two purposesto color candies and to dye old clothes.) "But this morning
when I got there I found the shellens bent over under a wooden
box that had been thrown from the side of a boat, and the
boxoricis were covered with empty condensed milk cans."
"Probably thrown overboard from the yacht that pulled
out early," Mr. Turtle interrupted.
"Of course," Mrs. Turtle sighed, "but I wish· those dreadful
men would stop littering up my garden. The gillaniums were
simply crushed under a broken waffie iron and there were
gum wrappers and crackerjack boxes floating over everything." She began to snivel a bit.
"You know you were pleased when that box of candy
fell overboard," Mr. Turtle reminded her, with a twinkle
in his eye."
''Well, it did sweeten the taste of the water," Mrs. Turtle
admitted, and then went on with her snivelling.
"There, there," said Mr. Turtle gently, "don't cry! The
tide will clear things out for you."
"Yes, and there will be more stuff in the morning," ]\frs.
Turtle sobbed. She was determined not to be cheered.
"Where are the children?" asked Mr. Turtle. He knew
if he could get her talking about the children she would
stop crying.
"I sent them over to the Strip to sun. Tort was just
too cute. Muddy and Puddy went on ahead, and Boxes
scrambled after them calling, 'Way-et, way-et, way-et for
meeeeee,' and Tort stopped to play with ari cricket. It was
so sweet and amusing to see them rolling over in the sand."
Mr. Turtle looked serious. "I wish Tort would learn to
swim. The others do very well, but he can't take a stroke."
"Now don't you pick on Tort," Mrs. Turtle answered.
Tort was her baby. He was the youngest and bore her
10

maiden name of "Tortoise," which the other children had
shortened to "Tort." Of course Mrs. Turtle was fond of
Boxes, too, but Boxes cared more about playing with his
sisters, who were twins, than staying around with his mother.
But Tort was always at her skirts, asking to be rocked, or to
be read to, or crying, "Please make some candy," and "Why
do I have to learn to swim?"
"You are spoiling the boy," Mr. Turtle said.
Mrs. Turtle went in the house to get her reticule. She
was going down to the fish market and needed her glasses
and some change. She walked back to the water and stepped
swiftly in and swam out. vVhere it was shallow she held
her reticule with one flipper to keep it from dragging on the
bottom, but when she struck deep water she let it float out
at one side so that the other turtles and fish might see. It
was really a lovely reticule of blue knitted silk with ·a design
in cut steel beads. It had been dropped over from the side
of a French liner and Mrs. Turtle had no doubt but that it
can:e straight from Paris.
The first person she met was Mrs. S. Turtle and her Ii ttle
boy who was about the size of a half dollar.
"Bless me," said both ladies at once. And then "Is that
great big boy yours?" and "\Vhere is your beautiful family?"
"Indeed he is," and "Sunning on the Strip," they both
answered together.
"What a lovely reticule," and, "How becoming your
neck scarf is," they said, both together again, and swam on.
Mr. Salmon swam past and raised his hat. "Isn't the
water delightfully damp?" he said cordially .
. "Indeed it isl Just right!" Mrs. Turtle replied smilingly.
Mr. Salmon was so good-looking.
She finished her shopping and then swam to the Strip
where she found her children asleep in a warmish_row.
"Time to go home and have a swimming lesson," she said.
Muddy and Puddy woke up instantly. Boxes rubbed his
eyes and closed them again but Tort let out a howl.
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"WHY do I have to learn to swim? Swimming is silly.
I can go around on your back and anyway I like sand-hot
sand- better then green water."
"Now, Tortie," his mother said patiently, "I have explained
so many times! Must I explain again? First of all, the
Strip is the only safe place I know of. Other sands are not
safe. You know three of your cousins were caught in a net,
only last week, and carried off by little boys who were not
too gentle. Next place, you'll never get anything to eat on
dry land. You simply must dive for food, once in awhile,
and have a water diet to make a well-balanced ration."
"I get enough now," said Tort.
"Oh!" hooted Boxes, who was quite awake by this time,
"You do because Mother gets it for you!"
"And I go where I like on Mother's back," Tort went
on, quite undisturbed by his brother's jeering.
·
"No, Tort," his mother said, firmly. "You must learn
to swim; you can't continue to behave like this. All turtles
. ,,
swim.
"I can't swim home," Tort howled. "Let me ride on your
back."
"I'll take all of you," Mrs. Turtle said, "because I am
in a hurry, and, anyway, I think it is better for you to learn
to swim in shallow water."
"I can swim anywhere," Boxes boasted, but he climbed
to his mother's back with the rest of them.
Mrs. Turtle stopped at a second market long enough to
get some jelly weed and three crawfish which she gave to the
children to hold, and then swam back to her own shore.
After the jelly weed had been put to dry and the craw
fish cleaned and put in the oven, she took the four children
out to a log in a shallow place.
"Now, " s he sa1'd , "l.me up.'"
Puddy and Muddy and Boxes stood in a beautifully
straight row, but Tort hung back and whimpered.
"Flippers out, back and up. Now, one, two, three,"
12

Mrs. Turtle said, and six flippers moved as she counted.
"Tort, whatEVER is the matter with you? At least, you
can make the motions," she cried, and Tort wobbled his
flippers crookedly and feebly.
"Position for the dive," Mrs. Turtle commanded. "Flippers out, up and together. Go!"
The three plunged in, but Tort stuck to the log and
shrieked.
·
"Go on," his mother cried, and gave him a push.
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Tort splashed jn and came up gasping and fanning at the
water with all his flippers. His neck was stretched and his
eyes closed and there was an expression of terror on his face.
"Tort!" cried his sister, Muddy, disgustedly, ''You an:
so silly looking. You can't sink, if you will only half try."
Tort gasped, bulged his eyes out and burbled, "Mother!"
"Don't help him, Mother," Puddy cried. "You always
do and that is what is the trouble with him. He'd learn fast
enough, if he didn't have you."
Mrs. Turtle threw her daughter in the water upside down
for being rude, and Puddy crawled back to the log and apologized. But as usual, Tort was pulled out and rocked and
petted _while he kicked and screamed.
.
And so the swimming lessons went on. Every day, the
three learned a new turn, or twist, or dive, while Tort sat on
the log and whimpered. At last the mother could teach her
three nothing at all for they knew far more tricks in the
water than she, but Tort was getting more frightened, every
day, and swimming worse with each lesson.
"I wish l\.1other would go away for a visit," Muddy confided to her brother Boxes. "We'd soon t each Tort to swim."
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But Mrs. Turtle did not go, and Tort did not learn to
swim.
One day, Tort came home late for lunch. He carried a
lovely bunch of mint for his mother and tooted shrilly on a
willow whistle.
"Where EVER did you get it?" cried his pleased mother.
"On the Island."
Muddy and Puddy and Boxes jumped up and down in
an angry row.
"He didn't sw:m, Mother!" they shouted. "He hung on
to Mr. Salmon's tail and held his breath going over and got
back the same way."
"Anyway, the mint is lovely," said Mrs. Turtle. "Lend
your brother your whistle, when you have tired of it."
But later she took Tort on her lap and told him he must
never, never go to the Island that way again. "You know
fish tails are slippery, and you never can tell when your snap
is going to unfasten. If it should, down you'd go, and the
fish would swim off and leave you. Fish are so unreliable
that way!"
"MY snap won't unfasten,'' Tort boasted.
"You never can tell! Anyway, I forbid you to do it again."
But, one day, as Mr. Salmon was swimming gaily out,
Tort fe.It as if he simply couldn't resist hanging on to his
tail. So, when Mr. Salmon invited him to go to the Island,
he accepted gladly. But soon a little wind came up. It blew
the water in to waves- small ones at first, and higher ones
soon, and very high ones, later. Tort found his snap slipping
on the way over and was frightened. But Mr. Salmon told
him it would be easier going back because they would be going
with the wind, and Tort foolishly believed him.
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They started back in fine spirits. Mr. Salmon loved the
water when it was rough and even Tort thought it pleasant
to be bounced up and down. But about half way over, Mr.
Salmon took a great stroke to get ahead of a wave, and
Tort felt his snap slipping.
He tried to call, but was afraid to talk for fear his snap
would unfasten all the way, so he wriggled desperately to
catch up with Mr. Salmon, hoping he could get a better hold
and tighten his snap. But the wriggle only made his hold
more insecure and the snap began to unfasten.
Tort was terrified for the water was very deep.
The snap unfastened a little more and Mr. Salmon's tail
began to slide away.
Tort remembered what his mother had said about the
unreliability of fish and gave a little sob. He wished he had
minded his mother and had learned to· swim. He wished
that wish more than the other. He sobbed again and gave a
desperate grab at the tail. His snap unfastened all the way,
then, and off went ]\fr. Salmon.
Down went Tort.
He kicked frantic_a lly and wished again that he had
obeyed his mother. But that didn't help much. Suddenly
he seemed to hear her voice saying, "Flippers out, back and
up, One, two, three!~' And, unconsciousl y, he found himself
·
moving his flippers in time with his counts.
He stopped sinking but he didn't go up. "O!" he thought,
"if I can only hold my breath long enough, I can do it." He
counted desperately and beat his flippers again. "One, two,
three! One, two, three!" and suddenly he felt himself rising
to the top.
"One, two, three! One, two, three!" He was beginning
to be less terrified and hoped he could keep up the strokes.
"One, two, three!" He counted again and again, and, all
at once, he shot quite unexpectedly to the top. He stuck
his little nose high above the water and took a long breath.
It was so good to be breathing fresh air again that he forgot
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about the swimming until suddenly he realized that he WAS
swimming and rather well. Then, because he knew he could
swim, at last, and was no longer afraid of the water, he
laughed and giggled and blew bubbles with his nose under
water, sticking it out when he _wanted to get air.
He didn't tell about the experience when he got home,
but ate some left-over jelly weed and six fish eggs in silence.
And right after lunch he swam back to the Island, where he
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gathered a great bunch of mint for his mother, and made
three willow whistles for his brother and sisters.
"Tort!" his mother exclaimed, when she saw the mint,
"Have you disobeyed me? If you have, I don't want the
mint! I don't want a present from a naughty little boy."
"I swam over all by myself," Tort said with a wide grin.
"You NEVER!" shouted the three.
"Come and see," said Tort.
So his brother and sisters ~nd father and mother ·went
to the water to see Tort swim.
"It is time you learned," said his father.
"That is not too good! I can do better myself," said
Boxes.
"We think it is fine," the sisters said together. For they
were always a bit soft where their handsom~ brothers were
concerned.
Mrs. Turtle turned a deep brown with pride. "I think
it is marvellous," she cried.
And always after that, Tort swam errands for his mother.
Once a week he bought jelly weed at the market, twice a
week he got crawfish, and almost every day he got fresh moss.
Of course, it relieved his mother of a great deal of responsibility and gave her more time to swim slowly about with her
reticule floating out at one side-the reticule of blue knitted
silk with a design of cut steel beads- the one Mrs. Turtle
was sure had come from Paris.
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THE TURKEY vVHO GARGLED HIS GOBBLE

M

She stretched her wings
as far as they would stretch, and each of her legs
as far as they would stretch, ruffied her feathers
until each stood out separately and looked down at her nest.
"There," she said "I am glad that is ov~r."
Father Turkey strutted in. "All out?" he asked.
"All but one," Mother Turkey answered," and I must
say I am glad. Of course, I am glad to raise a big family, but
I must say I get awfully tired c f sitting on a nest alone, for
days and days, while the other girls are having afternoon
corn at home, or walking together through the meadows.
Father Turkey cocked an ear. "I hear pecking on that
last shell. Do you suppose., my Dear, that every one will
hatch this time?"
20

RS. TURKEY stood up.

"No doubt of it," Mother Turkey replied with smug
satisfaction. "In the meantime you might as well be doing
something useful instead of just standing around proud and
idle."
"What shall I do?" Father Turkey inquired anxiously.
He knew from experience that Mrs. Turkey was always a
bit touchy at this time and if he did not move quickly and
do as he was told, he would feel her sharp bill in his sides.
Moreover Father Turkey really wanted to help. He wasn't
lazy, but just a bit awkward in the sick room .
"Well, clear up the shells," Mother Turkey said. She
rolled six or seven of her babies to one side and poked the
bi ts of shell from underneath.
Father Turkey Bew to get the dust pan and a small brushwhich Mother Turkey had bought from an agent at the door
who said thousands of the best housekeepers in the country
were using them- and began sweeping shells.
"You might tell me the gossip, "Mrs. Turkey suggested.
"I've been alone so long I just don't know what is going on.''
"Well," said Father Turkey, who was not much of a
hand at gossip but could repeat what news he had heard
at the club, "Mr. and Mrs. Bantam had no luck· whatever with their last-laids. A dog stole twenty-eight from
the first nest and the farmer's children found the second
and took the real eggs out of it and put round glass things
back which fooled Mrs. Bantam so that she went right on
laying, and it wasn't until she got her new glasses and could ·
see close to, that she discovered · the mistake."
"Mean, I call it," said Mrs. Turkey. "Here, be careful
with your broom.''
Father Turkey was having a time to sweep up the tiniest bits of shell and not get some of his new children in the
dust pan. He was particularly annoyed with one rather
light brown one who rolled in the way every time his back
was turned, but he hated to be cross with the little fellow
for fear he might give the impression that he wasn't wanted
21

- an impression easily given when so large a family has
appeared all at once.
He swept and cleaned and tidied everything while Mrs.
Turkey strutted forth to tell the neighbors about her new
children. The new Smalls lay in a quivering heap and
complained in high squeaky voices about being pushed out
of the best part of the bed. The last Small tapped busily
at his shell and :finally stuck a wondering head through a
tiny hole and said, "Hello!"
"Hello, my Son," said his father, for he could tell at
once by the shape of the wattle that it was a boy. "Come
all the way out so I can sweep up your shell before your
mother returns, and surprise her."
"I want a drink," said the boy.
"So do I," said three of his sisters at once, and that
started the rest. "We want one, too," they shrilled.
Father Turkey got cups and went to the water cooler.
He filled them all, but on the way back hit his wing and
overturned every one. "Sour milk!" he exclaimed angrily,
"and that was all the water there was in the cooler, too."
He had started to fill the cups at the pump when Mrs.
Turkey strutted around the gate.
"What are you doing at that pump?" she demanded.
"Don't you dare give those children water that has not
been boiled.''
It was afternoon when Father Turkey had boiled and
cooled enough water for his thirsty turkeylets and by the
time the last one had had enough, the first one wanted more.
"Never mind them, they won't suffer if they wait a
bit," Mother Turkey said. "We'll have to name them and
we might as well begin now if we want to be through in
time to get to bed."
So they began with the first and called him "Mealy,"
and the second "Pick" and the third "Quiller." The next
three had come through their shells about the same time
so they were called "Lena," "Tena" and "Zena." Even
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Father Turkey felt that having them all girls had its advantages, for if one had been a boy they never could have
given him a name ending in A unless it had been "Hara"
and neither of the parents cared for that. The seventh
they called ·"Septy" and the eighth "Octy."
"I'm tired," Father Turkey complained. "Can't we
name those things tomorrow?" For by this time he was
calling his children "things," though possibly, in the morning, after a good night's rest, he would begin speaking of
them again as "my beautiful sons and daughters."
But Mother Turkey was adamant, which means as
firm as a Plymouth Rock, and said no, they COULD not
and ¥lOULD not wait, and that she for one thought it a
pretty poor reception to give a lot of helpless and beautiful
babies who hadn't been born because they wanted to, but
because they couldn't help themselves. Father Turkey said,
hurriedly, that he hadn't really wanted to stop until they
were all named, but that he was only thinking of Mrs.
Turkey who must be dreadfully tired, but of course if she
was not, he, too, thought the children should all be named
at once.
The ten th and eleven th and twelfth were called "Porn,"
"Bill" and "Clau." The thirteenth was named "Mush."
Even Mother Turkey admitted to being a Ii ttle tired by
that time. And when the last little fellow was reached
Father Turkey said, "We'll call him "Watty," because the
first thing I saw was his wattle."
"Fine," said Mother Turkey, "and now let's get some
,,
seep.
l
When the hired man told the farmer about the new family,
he seemed pleased, but beyond that did nothing. He allowed
Mrs. Turkey to take her children where she wished, and often
they used to get so far away from home that they could not
return at night, but had to stay out on the branches of a tree.
And once they strolled so many miles that they did not get
back for a week. The farmer seemed glad to see them, then,
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and gave them a pan of corn and for some time remembered
them, when he fed the other animals. But after a while he
neglected them again, and they started their rambles once
more.
Watty grew splendidly. He shed his funny sandy colored
feathers and got a second layer of glorious bronze ones.
\:Vhen the last pin feather had dropped off, he was a Ii ttle
chilly, and sneezed a bit when the fresh spring wind blew,
but his mother kept him under her wing so that he did not
get cold and when the new feathers came in she scratched
him pleasahtly. That was a little like rubbing a baby's
gums with a spoon when a tooth is coming through. It
is ·very pleasant for the baby, but only a mother knows
enough to do it.
By early summer Watty was very handsome. His wattle
was the largest and reddest in the flock and his gobble was
the loudest. He had discovered a new pastime, too, which
entertained him when he was wandering alone by the river,
or down the lanes. He would put his head up and gobble,
and then, when the gobble got going in his throat, he would
gargle it and the noise that came out was quite like a song.
He practiced this diligently until it was really quite musical,
and one day, in the barnyard, before the other fowls, he threw
his head back ·and gargle-gob bled.
"Wow!" said a rooster who was perched on a fence,
"who made that noise?"
"I did," said Watty proudly and did it again.
The rooster fell over backward in his surprise and landed
on a plow. "Well, don't do it again," he said angrily. "A
turkey's place is to gobble and not to try to sing."
But his _ mother called, "Do it some more, Watty! I
liked it!"
Watty filled his throat with a gobble again and gargled
it until it sounded like a bass solo.
Ten ducks got up and waddled down the barnyard to a
puddle. As they passed \Vatty, one of them said spitefully,
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DON'T YOU MIND,WATTY, THEY ARE JUST JE.ALOUS

"If you must make that unpleasant noise. why not go out
into the South-woods by yourself?"
But his father called, "Don't you care, Watty, they are
just jealous. None of them can sing and they've never
before heard of a singing turkey."
"Oh well! if you call it singing," said the rooster. who had
fallen on the plow, and flapped his wings spitefolly.
And so, encouraged by his parents, who were willing to
stand the racket of practising in order that their son might
become a first class musician, Watty continued to gargle
his gobble until it grew deeper and rounder and lovelier and
hadn't one harsh note in it.
About that time, a change came in the affairs of the
barnyard. For some unknown reason, the farmer and his
hired man became most attentive. They scattered corn with
free hands three times a day, and the farmer's wife gave less
table-leavings to the fat pigs in the far pen and more to the
feathered things, such as the ducks and geese and turkeys and
even the hens. \Vatty and his brothers and sisters were
much pleased with the turn of things, but Watty's mother
grew sad and developed little !}ervous twitchings of her
wings and neck.
"What is the matter with you?" Watty asked, one day,
when she · sat in a corner and would not show any interest
in the yellow corn all over the place.
"I don't know," Mrs. Turkey answered, "but there is
something about this time of the year that always depresses
me. When the stalks are tied together in the field, and the
leaves have fallen, when those yellow pumpkins are put in
piles for the wagon to pick up, and the ground gets hard
under my feet, I always have a sink-y feeling in my gizzard
and seem to lose interest in my food."
"The air is cool and clear," said Watty. "I should think
it would brace you up."
"It doesn't!" his mother answered sharply. "It just goes
with those other things I have told you about." Then she
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went on, "Every year about this time my children begin to
gain in weight. At first I was awfully proud of them, but
when I saw that the farmer was, too, I began to think I
would like them better a bit scrawny. He looks them over
and says to the hired man, 'This one will bring ten, and that
one eight, and that one nine.' "
"Ten, eight and nine what?" Watty wanted to know.
"How should I know?" Mrs. Turkey answered irritably.
"I only know that they go away to get what they bring
and never come back."
"Didn't you ever go away at this time of the year?"
asked W a tty.
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"No! The first year I raised a family of fourteen and
the farmer said then, 'We'll save that old girl. She's a good
mother.' It is something to be called a good mother, anyway," she finished mournfully.
"What about Father? Hasn't he ever gone away?"
"Your father is an old bird and a strong one," Mrs.
Turkey answered with pride. "For six years he took a
trip, about this time, and after that the farmer seemed to
lose interest in him."
The next week, the farmer and hired man and six of the
farmer's children drove the turkeys in to a corner of the
barnyard and caught them. Excitement ran high. The
rooster sat on a fence and told the outside world in a bud
voice what was going on. The geese waddled this way and
that and honked, and the ducks took off like Mallards and
flew straight to the river. But the turkeys could not get
away and so they raced about, just ahead of hands that
caught at them, and gobbled excitedly.
Watty tried to gobble with the rest but he had gargled
his gobble so long that it just would not come out straight.
It poured forth like a rich contralto song.
The farmer stopped in amazement. "Fur the luvva
Mike," he gasped to the hired man, "did cher hear that?''
''I'll say I did," answered the hired man.
"Chase him again and see what he does."
And Watty, .scared and excited, dashed about the yard,
singing like a good one.
"Git yer ma," the farmer said to one of the children.
Mrs. Farmer came and heard and gasped. "It's awful
strange! I ain't never heard nothin' like it."
"We have," shouted the children. "He's been doing that
for just perfect ages."
"Better not let him go with the rest," Mrs. Farmer
suggested. "A singin' turkey is a novelty, and if I was you,
I'd build him a fine pen and use hi.m to advertise."
"What's advertise?" \i\ atty shouted to his mother.
1
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"Never mind!" she snapped, "Sing again and sing quick!"
So Watty gargled his gobble with great vigor, and once
more, the farmer looked stunned.
"A big drawing card," he said. "That bird wiII make
this the best known turkey farm in the state."
And so Watty was put in a fine large cage which depressed
him at first in spite of the fact that it had a great many
comforts. He was inclined to mope and mourn for his brothers
and sisters who had gone away to get that vague ten, eight
and nine, but his mother, who wandered about on the outside of the cage, insisted upon a gargled gobble, before, and
after meals, and often between meals.
Crowds of people came to hear Watty and finally the
farmer put a great sign on the highway that readBRONZE TURKEYS OF THE FINEST QUALITY
COJvrE IN AND HEAR THE ONLY SINGING TURKEY
IN THE WoRLD

And Watty went on singing.
Mrs. Turkey did not sleep well and suffered from loss of
appetite until the snow went and the ice melted in the river.
Then she began to show an interest in her new spring family.
But"One thing," she said positively to Father Turkey, "these
new children will be taught to gargle their gobbles. Watty
has promised me that."
And they were.
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THE BEE WHO BROKE HIS BUZZ

ATTLES lost his buzz through accident.
Accidents are dreadful things to have around
the house. They spoil Sunday breakfasts, Thanksgiving dinners and many Saturday afternoons.
In school they get gum on desks and chairs, ink on
geographies, and apple cores on the floor.
In church choirs they create discord, but then they
are spelled "accidentals."
Battles last name was "Bum." He was named after his
father who had been a Mr. Bumble and when Batty was
born they shortened his name and gave it to him, just as
our mothers and fath~rs do. When a man is named Robert, or James, or Richard, his son gets called Bob, or Jim,
or Dick, and like all Juniors, Battles liked his name.

B
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Battles' aunt was a queen in her hive and quite an important bee. Battles almost never saw her as she was surrounded by Workers and Guards who had so many questions to ask her about running the hive that Battles couldn't
get past them into the big room where his aunt sat on a
throne.
His aunt had married his uncle at noon, one sunny day,
high up in the air. Wearing a wedding veil and a train
and carrying a huge bouquet of flowers had evidently made
her very nervous (and if the truth be told, a bit peevish)
for when she got back and the thousands of bees in the
hive met her at the door with pleased humming and dishes
of honey, she marched straight past them to the little
sealed-in sections of the hive where eggs were kept and
broke open every one and destroyed the eggs. When Battles was told about that by his nurse, he asked his aunt
why she had done it and she had replied rather sadly:
"I don't suppose it was in awfully good taste, and perhaps I wouldn't have done it, if I hadn't been so tired
from my wedding trip. But I thought some of those eggs
might hatch into little queens who would some day try to
get my throne away -from me.
"It seems a little hasty," Battles commented.
"Well," his aunt answered shortly, "it's been done before
by people on thrones, only most kings and queens used to
wait until their relatives were grown and then throw them
playfully into dungeons, whereas I just spoiled the eggs
before the heirs were born."
"What are heirs?" Battles asked.
"They are bees that would have wanted my throne,"
his aunt replied.
Battles was a very beautiful Bumble. His wings were
sleek and black and his body round and yellow with black
stripes neatly arranged in pleasing designs. He had a great
many brothers, in fact the number ran into the thousands,
but none of them did much around the hive, or much out-
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side, for that matter. They never went honey hunting, or
helped with the wax in combs, or waited on their queen.
They spent their time in idleness and let their cousins the
Workers, or their aunts, the Virgins wait on them. This
was pleasant for the swagger Bumbles, but not so agreeable
for the Workers and Virgins.
Battles was particularly disagreeable about being waited
on. He used to wade into the honey-comb and get his feet
covered and his feelers smeared, and after he had broken
every section of the comb and tasted the honey in it, he
would say loftily, "I can't praise this stuff much. Guess
I'll try another." And away he would go to another part
of the hive and smash more combs and smear more honey.
Naturally this made his aunts and cousins angry, but the
Workers> being hard working little chaps and uncomplaining, would follow him up and mend the combs and get more
honey from the honey gatherers, and after filling the little
empty sections would seal them over very tidily, and follow
Battles to mend what new damage he might be doing.
Mrs. Queen talked to Battles, one afternoon, after a
number of unpleasant reports about him had come in from
her hive workers.
"In the first hive where I lived," she said, "before we
swarmed to this new and more modern one, there were
several thousand beautiful and lazy Bumbles like you,
who behaved as you are doing. For weeks the others worked
patiently on, without complaining, but, one morning, when
dozens of the combs had been broken in to and honey was
strewn from the peak to the base of the hive, the Workers
and Virgins rose in a swarm and emptied the hive of every
single Bumble."
"What if they did not care to go?" Battles asked.
"They had no choice. As a matter of fact after they
had been stung and pinched and trampled on, they were
very glad to get out. :My workers wouldn't allow another
Bumble in the hive, until the following spring."
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"Where did they go ?"
"I think they went to a very smart new hive with glass
all around it and a close view of a man's dining-room on
one side. It was fastened on the window-sill with an entrance for the bees opposite the side where the men looked
in. It seemed a delightful place at first glance, but my
cousin, Feelybuzz, who was queen there, told me her workers complained a good deal about the light, and an odd
sort of arrangement that permitted the humans to unfasten
sides of the hive and take out squares of honey whenever
they wished, without being stung."
"Did the Bumbles like it there?"
"For a time, yes, but they behaved so badly that finally
they were driven out of that hive, too, so my suggestion to
you is to work a bit, or at least be more polite when your
cousins and aunts wait on you."
For a time Battles did behave better. He thanked the
Workers when they cleaned up after him and did not complain about honey unless he got into a comb that was really
old and slightly stale. But he went on being lazy and he
did more than that-he began staying out late at night.
The first night he was out, he met a beautiful Miss Moth.
She was headed for a bright light around which she had
rlanned to dance until midnight, and later finish at a party
around a street lamp. She invited Battles to go with her,
and being flattered by such attention, he promptly accepted. They danced until that light was put out and then
Miss Moth started for the street lamp. Battles flew after
her, but on the way passed the town clock and saw that it
was half past eleven.
"Faded Honeysuckles!" he exclaimed impatiently, ''I'll
get into trouble if I don't go home," and without saying
goodbye to Miss Moth, who was some draughts ahead and
flying fast, he turned and headed for the hive.
Everyone was asleep. Battles could hear the snoring
of thousands of bees when he Hew over the fence, fifty feet
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from the hive. There was only one bee awake, and that
wc.:s a cousin of Battles', who wasn't any too pleased about
a smashed comb, anyway.
"Thi~ is a sweet time to be getting in," he complained
when Battles settled on the threshold. "Where have you
been?''
"Who wan ts to know?" answered Battles, and swinging his new flying cane, he sauntered in like a young prince.
The cousin did not answer. He had more important
things to do than to quarrel. He locked the hive door and
crept away to bed to get what little rest he could.
The next night, Battles met Miss Moth again and a
brilliant young friend, Miss Miller. They had promised
some friends to drop in on a garden party where Japanese
lanterns were stretched across the lawns by the dozens,
and where some strong young flying beetles and fireflies
were to be.
Battles was the only bee in the party and the girls made
too much of him. They had never met such a charming
fellow before, in fact they had met few Bumbles at all, as
most .bees were in bed when the sun went down and up early
to work. Of course, they had passed them occasionally
when they were returning in the cold gray dawn from an
all-night party, but they were too tired to speak and the
bees were too busy. So Battles, being a novelty, was most
popular.
After the fireflies had entertained with Ian tern slides,
the · beetles did some fancy flying. They looped and spun
and did nose dives and tail spins and their friends all applauded.
"Can't you do something for us, Mr. Bum?" Miss Moth
asked, and the graceful and silvery Miss Miller cried, "Yes,
do buzz for us, I am sure you can."
Battles replied that he could and would be very glad to.
Now there are a great many ideas about a bee's buzz.
Some people think it is like a sting and worn at the end of
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the tail, and some think it is fastened on the wings. Others
believe it is in the bee's throat, but as a matter of fact it
is worn around the body and directly behind the wings like
a bracelet. And when the bee is flying, he allows the buzz
to tremble and the vibration causes the buzz, just like pulling at a violin string, or twanging the biggest string on a
ukelele. The buzz is used for many purposes-to warn
Small Persons when a bee is angry and about to sting, to
tell the Workers when they can come and clean up spilled
honey and trampled wax, and to entertain friends, or direct
the way for followers in a heavy fog.
Battles had a really beautiful buzz which he had trained
for inspiring bee songs. He buzzed now for the garden
party. First, "When we come to the end of a perfect comb,"
and then, "Honey Queen, I'll make honey for you." Miss
Moth and Miss Miller and the fireflies and beetles were
delighted and wanted more.
So Battles buzzed, "I am the master of my buzz and the
captain of my sting," with tremendous success. He ended
with a great booming and many of the guests at the garden
party got up hastily and moved indoors; the men saying,
"Isn't it getting a little damp out here?" and the women
saying, "O! no, my Dear, I am not the least bit nervous
about bugs, but I want to see the inside of this lovely new
home."
Miss Miller simply would not allow Battles to go without promising to call on her the following evening, and
Battles, very much pleased with the hit he had made, flew
slowly back to the hive admiring his shadow on the ground
below him.
His cousin, the Worker, was more peevish than before.
"Look here," he said shortly, "if you think I am going to
stay up half the night to let you in, you are mistaken."
"Go to bed then," said Battles, unfeelingly.
"You know I may not. I am supposed to lock this
door at night after the bees are in."
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"Give me a latch key then," suggested Battles, who
felt that he was a very important bee after his socially
successful evening.
"That has never been done, and anyway there is no
key as you very well know, only the inside bolt," his cousin
said.
"Have one made," Battles told him. "I know a Horsefiy-shoer who would be glad to do it."
"If there was a latch key, you couldn't have it," his
cousin assured him, "and I wouldn't dare have one made.
I'd be put back in the hive to do waxworks again, and never
see the sunshine. Not much! I like my position as doorkeeper and I am going to keep it.''
"Then you'll have to stay up, Dear Cousin," said Battles rudely and brushed by him into the hive.
The next night as he started out with his buzz all polished and shining like onyx, his wings dusted with rose
sachet and his feelers neat and tidy, Battles was stopped
by his cousin.
"Tonight, if you are not in when the sun goes down,
you will regret it," he said.
"My dear fellow," answered Battles in a superior way,
"I would regret it if I were. I am calling on the beautiful
Miss Miller," and away he flew.
He took Miss Miller to another party and long after
midnight returned to the hive. The door was partly opened
but he could not see his cousin.
"How sensible of him to take my advice and go to bed,"
Battles said. "Also if he is bossy with me after this, I can
threaten to tell the Queen," and he chuckled naughtily to
himself.
He was half in, just crawling under the door (hive doors
slide down from the top like old castle doors, instead of
having hinges at the side), when bang! the door dropped
down on him.
Battles wiggled desperately. He puffed and panted and
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struggled but the door held him firmly. His cousin appeared
from somewhere and said, "I told you, you would regret
keeping me up again."
"Open the door, pull it up, there's a good fellow," Battles
said, "and I'll promise to get in early after this."
Now really the cousin wasn't a bad sort at heart and he
had only wanted to frighten Battles enough to get him in early
at night so the Queen wouldn't punish him for staying otit,
and when he saw how uncomfortable Battles was, he lifted
the door at once.
Battles said "Thank you," and hopped in, . and then
suddenly exclaimed, "Oh! this is terrible!" For what DO
you think had happened?
His beautiful buzz had been cracked by the falling door
and had broken off apd fallen outside, just as Battles stepped
in. The door went down with a bang, and Battles turned
to h:s cousin.
"My buzz is broken! Open the door quick and help me
find it."
But a hive door once closed at night cannot be opened
until daybreak by order of the Queen. The cousin was
terribly sorry.
"Battles, I can't! I wish I could! I'm just as sorry
as I can be. I never meant to drop the door on you as I
did, I just thought to hurry you through and frighten you
•
a Ii ttle."
Battle heard his buzz complaining loudly on the outside. "It will keep everyone awake tonight," he whispered,
for he was frightened, as well as his cousin, at what had
taken place.
And the buzz did! It went 'round and 'round the hive
like a howling dog at night. It buzzed at every bump in
the hive and at the door, and at the crack at the base. First
the Queen was disturbed and then the ladies in waiting.
"Can't something be done to that nuisance?" they complained.
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The Workers and Virgins and even the lazy Bumbles
tossed and muttered in their sleep and finally wakened all
the way up and said, "Why doesn't somebody throw an old
boot at that?" and "Who on earth is up at this hour of the
night?"
Battles crept away to bed determined to get his buzz
back the very first thing in the morning, and his cousin
promised to help. But alas, they both slept until late, having been up until the wee small hours, and by the time they
crawled from their beds the sun was well up.
And what happened to the buzz? Well, a honey seeker
who was the first to get out in the morning found it lying
on the ground so full of cracks that it just would not hold
together, so he brushed it aside and went his way.
What became of Battles without his buzz? Well, as long
as he couldn't be beautiful with an accomplished buzz, he
decided he might as well be useful and turned into a Worker.
His cousin taught him how to plan and build almost
perfect combs, and how to take the honey from the honey
gatherers and to seal it over and keep it sweet, and the first
thing he knew Battles wa::; actually enjoying being useful
and having the respect of the hive.
It wasn't long after that, that the Queen sent for Battles,
and when he went to the throne room she told him what
good reports she had had of him. "As a reward I am going
to have a beautiful new buzz made for you," she promised.
But Battles answered politely, "Thank you just as much,
but I don't believe I want another buzz. If I had one, I
would be a useless Bumble again, and now without it, I
am a useful Worker."
The Queen smiled delightedly and answered, "A very
wise bee. I wish there were more like you in my hive."
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THE MOUSE vVHO MISSED HER MICE
RS. HOUSE-MOUSE was tremendously upset.
She could find all her babies but two, and here
it was six o'clock in the morning, and they had
been out all night.
Being out all night is quite all right with mice. They
begin when they are very young, indeed, about the age
when real children are keeping their parents up all night
asking for a drink and stories and more coverings on their
beds. But all proper mice children try to get home at daybreak to get to bed early so they can be ready for the next ·
night's plundering, or hooking, or looting, whatever you

M
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want to call it. Mr. Crow calls it borrowing, the police call
it thieving, but mice call it getting food, which is · all right,
too, when you think it over.
Anyway, mice, poor dears, don't know any better.
Well, the two missing mice should have been home long
ago to get a good day's rest so that when night fell they
would have their wits about them and be clever with traps
and cats and pails of water and such, for goodness knows,
no mouse can dodge those troubles, if he is sleepy and stupid.
Mrs. House-Mouse grew more and more upset.
The missing children were named Rudolph and Randolph.
The ones at home were named Betsy, Dixey, Dod and Blubberkins. He did a lot of crying so his name was changed
to Blubberkins, though it had been Jefferson to begin with.
Dod came home with his feet covered with gravy-cold
gray, and rather thick- and had to have a bath before he
was put to bed. Dixey had sticky molasses all over his
face · and was naughty about having it cleaned. He said
he didn't mind soap and water, but when his mother tried
to pull it off without soaking it first, she pulled the whiskers off,. too.
Betsy was a tidy sort and no matter what she ate she
cleaned up rather well afterward. She used to sit on her
very hind legs and go over her face carefully with both
front paws. Often she dipped them in water, but if her
mother was scrubbing Dixey, at the time, she used her tongue.
Blubberkins was always clean. He did. so much crying
that he rinsed his face as often as he ate, which was a consolation to his mother and. one that she had to think of
frequently when his howls got on her nerves.
Mrs. House-Mouse waited until seven-thirty and then
said, "I am going after Rudie and Dolphie; they must be
in trouble or they would have been home before this."
"Rudie is always in trouble," Betsy said. "I remember
when he was only two weeks old he got in the carpet sweeper
c. nd the maid cleaned one room and the hall before he man45

aged to era wl out with the· going-around brush. Then she
saw him and chased him and if you hadn't run back and
forth over her feet she might have caught him."
Mrs. House-Mouse shuddered. "It's a wonder I ever
lived through raising you all. But after all I said so many
times, it was the things I didn't think to tell you not to do,
that you did."
"Like the time I slept on the curtain roll, and was snapped into the air when Mrs. Man ·raised the shade in the
. ,'
morning.
"Betsy," said her mother shortly, "I hav·e never known
your conversation to be as uninteresting as it is this morning."
"Well, Rudie began it, and not I," Betsy said truthfully, "because he is always in trouble."
"But Dolphie generally gets him out of it," Mrs. HouseMouse went on. "I wouldn't worry if Rudie were alone
for he is always late, but Dolphie is always in by daybreak."
"If they get into a mess, they can get themselves out
of it," Dod said firmly, but Betsy being a girl, understood
her mother better.
"Don't you worry, Mother dear, they know the house
well and they'll soon be home," she said consolingly.
"It isn't the house I am worrying about," Mrs. HouseMouse answered, "but they have been crossing the street
lately to play with the Smith-Mice, and goodness knows,
what with the touring cars and trucks and sedans with
careless drivers, no street is safe at night. Those bright
lights make it pleasant for the people behind them but
they are terribly confusing for anyone in front of them.
I know a cat who lost her seventh and eighth lives uqder
a car with bright lights.''
"What a pity she didn't begin with the eighth," Dod
said spitefully.
Mrs. House-Mouse went on, more to herself than to her
children, the way mothers do when they are worried, "Of
course I have told the boys to look both ways and not to
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run out from behind a car, but even the quickest mouse
has to watch his step on the boulevards. And then there
are the new traps. In my day, all traps were round and
made of wood and after a few misfortunes they got smelling of our gone friends so that we did not care to look for
the cheese in them, and if possible, we never went in the
same room with them, they made us so unhappy. But
the traps nowadays don't even look like traps and almost
never remind us of our lost ones. Why, only the other
day, I was calling on your aunt and she showed me a trap
in the pan try (we were ea ting in the kitchen because it was
the cook's day out) and I never would have recognized it
r
a trap. ''
1or
"What was it like?" interrupted Blubberkins.
"It was square and made of glass, with the dearest little swinging door, but your aunt said it swung only one way
and that was in," answered Mrs. House-Mous e. "There
was delicious food inside. I could see it through the glass,
and the whole place looked to me like a dainty little tearoom. I would have gone right in, but your aunt held me
by the tail and explained that I could not open the door
out when once I was in."
"I saw a round trap made of some sort of silvery stuff,"
said Dixey. "It had some very pleasant smells about it
and no unpleasant ones. I was just going to put my head
in after a bacon whiff, when I saw a tail, a sort of quiet
tail, so I turned around and came home."
"Quite right,"' said his mother. "Now you all go to
bed and I'll soon be home with the boys."
The four smallish mice curled up together and Mrs.
House-Mous e scuttled out of the room. Her legs moved
so fast that they did not jounce her up and down, but her
back stayed perfectly level and she seemed to pour herself
along the floors.
If it had been night she would have tried a few short
cuts, but with the bright sun shining through the windows
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and foolish humans about with carpet sweepers and brooms,
she felt that it would be unnecessarily dangerous to be seen
out. Also she could not call because her voice was high
and squeaky and there was no special reason for attracting
attention to herself.
She tried the library first. The week before there had
been candy on a green glass dish, and Dod had brought
home enough for Sunday dessert. Perhaps Rudie and
Dolphie were behind the ba'oks waiting for quiet or dark
to bring a few pieces home.
They weren't there. Mrs. House-Mouse tried the pan try
next. She ran up the side of a blue jar marked "SUGAR"
and one marked "CRACKERS" but did not bother with
those labled "COFFEE" and "PEPPER." No boys! She
moved on to the kitchen, and while she wasn't sure, she
couldn't stay to find out. Cook was there holding a yellow cat on her lap. Mrs. House-Mouse did not care for
yellow.
"I hope the cat will scratch her," she said to herself,
as she moved on to the cellar.
The fruit room first. The tops were all on the jars.
Under the top was wax. Two years before the cook, who
made jams and marmalades, thought that wax would be
enough and did not fa ten tin tops on the glasses. The
mouse family had liked that cook and were sorry when she
left. But the present cook used tin tops as well as wax,
Mrs. House-Mouse knew that. She had wanted a touch
of sweet on her table the week before when she entertained
Mrs. Smith-Mouse, but they had gone without and Mrs.
Smith-Mouse had remarked about it, too.
"Now, my Dear, with a little jelly this meat would be
delicious," she had said sweetly, and naturally Mrs. HouseMouse was annoyed because it was a catty remark.
There was a box of laundry soap and on top of it a jar
which might have held mince-meat, but it was empty with
only the appetizing smell left in it.
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In a corner were potatoes and carrots and a few onions
that had sprouted. Mrs. House-Mous e didn't even stop
as she passed those for none of her children cared for raw
vegetables. They wouldn't even eat them coo.ked, for that
matter, and Mrs. House-Mous e had struggled with spinach
and well-boiled cabbage until she was tired and cross. The
children just wouldn't eat them unless she ins:sted.
Mrs. House-Mous e put up her sharp little nose and
sniffed. On a top shelf was a great cheese. She ran up the
side of the cupboard easily and stopped again and sniffed.
She smelled Rudie and Dolphie on the outside but there
was no door leading in to the cheese. Back to her sleeping
children she scurried.
"Get up! I've found 'em!" she gasped.
"Where?" cried the four.
"In a round red cheese and you'll have to help me gnaw
them out. There's been a cave-in."
"How pleasant of them to be caved-in in a cheese,"
Dixey began in a pleased voice, but Betsy gave hi_m a hard
look and snapped:
"It isn't pleasant to be caved-in in anything, Greedy.
"They may be smothered by this time."
Blubberkins began to cry.
"Don't snivel," his mother scolded, "I'm nervous enough
as it is. Follow me and follow fast!"
The four poured themselves along the floor after her.
She went through the telephone booth at the end of the
hall, in to the cloak room beyond and came on by the ice
box. Then she hopped down the cellar stairs. It was longer
that way but there was always a chance that cook had tired
of petting the yellow cat in the kitchen and put her down.
They tore into the fruit room and up the cupboard sides
to the shelf where the cheese was.
"How ever did you find them?" Betsy gasped.
"The cheese was moving," her mother answered, "bulging in and bulging out. You'll have to gnaw fast."
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Gnaw fast they did. The cheese just flew. They bit
and scratche d and clawed at the sides and clouds of crumbs
shot out around and behind them. Once Blubberk ins stopped to cry because he had cheese in his eye but it soon ran
out of tears and he began gnawing again.
"We are almost in," encourag ed Mrs. House-M ouse,
and suddenly broke through.
There lay Rudie and Dolphie on their backs; their toes
were curled up and their eyes were closed. Mrs. HouseMouse caught a tail and dragged Rudie out.
"Get Dolphie !" she cried, and the four pulled their
brother out by the tail.
They were both breathin g, but smelled frightfully of
indoor cheese, and their legs were too wobbly for immediate use.
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"We'll have to pull them home by their tails, and we
might as well go back the way we came," said Mrs. HouseMouse, and started off with Rudie's tail over her shoulder
and Rudie following limply behind, upside down and wrong
end to.
The four trudged after with Dolphie. They jounced
and bumped up the stairs, past the ice-box, without being
seen, and back home without a look at cook or the cat.
Of course, it took the hair off and rumpled up their ears
and bent their whiskers and made them lame for a week,
but both Rudie and Dolphie felt that it was wise not to
complain. After all, being worn out was better than being
indefinitely lost in a cheese, and growing new hair was
easier than smothering.
It was months before any of them could bear to have
cheese on the table even with apple pie and damson jam,
and while it was noticed by guests, it was never commented
upon for the story had got about rather well, and, naturally,
anybody who had been invit2d to dinner, or Sunday night
lunch, would be too polite to speak of cheese.
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THE HORSE WHO SCRAMBLED HIS TROT
R S. HORSE was living with her second husband.
Her first had proved something of a disappointment, but now that he had gone where all good
horses go, she was willing to overlook some of his faultsnot all of them, however-and speak kindly of him when the
occas10n arose.
The first Mr. Horse had had a lovely disposition but was
erratically inclined. You can find all of that in the dictionary, if your fa ~her isn't using it right now, but if he is,
you can call it not entirely reliable, and let it go at that.
And being erratically incli~1ed was the reason he had gone to
a green-grass Horse Heaven.
He had met an auto on a bridge which was not wide
enough to hold them both and he took to the water with
a cart load of vegetables, the farmer's boy and a dog. The
boy came up three bubbles after the dog and some of the
vegetables floated, but Mr. Horse anc:1 the wagon stayed
right where they sank, and for a time Mrs. Horse wore black.
Mr. Horse had told Mrs. Horse that he came from the
best racing stock, and wove tales about his father and grandfather and the wonderful things they had done on the turfthat means a hard dirt racing track and not a green pasture,
as you would suppose. Of course, Mrs. Horse had believed
him and told great stories about him to her neighbors. · She
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bragged about her husband's family tree until you might
have thought that same of his ancestors came from the
Pegasus stock and wore wings. Of course, it did not make
her too popular in the paddock and pastures, and a certain
Miss Filly and Mrs. Mare got rather down on her for her
boasting.
But, one day, an old Percheron ambled into the barnyard with a load of black dirt and said to Mr. Horse, "Not
much like the good old days when we pulled the best looking
tedder in the country, is it?" And Mr. Horse, after a hurried
· look around, replied, "Oh! stale oats! Forget it, can't you?"
Which was no way to answer an old friend.
The old friend proceeded then and there to tell l\.1rs.
Horse all he knew about her husband. That his mother
had been a Clydesdale and his father a Percheron, and
both are as far from racing stock as you can imagine. A
Percheron has feet like round wash tubs and a back like
a dining-room table, and a Clydesdale has whiskery sort of
stout legs and is very often used in circuses for bare-back
riders. They like him because he is so nice and wide that
they can jump through hoops with their eyes shut and be
almost sure to land somewhere on him and stick.
Well, that opened Mrs. Horse's eyes and she never felt
quite the same about Mr. Horse after that. It wouldn't
have been so bad, if Miss Filly and Mrs. Mare had not
overheard and given her the horse laugh as they did, but
she felt that she could ·never live it down and grew quite
bitter about all draft horses.
She waited quite a while after Mr. Horse went away,
before she married again and then she took a husband whom
she had seen go around the race track in two minutes and
fifteen seconds. It was just fast enough to bring him a
reputation and just slow enough to bring his owner nothing
at all. But Mrs. Horse was thrilled at the sight of him
tearing around in the dust and when he asked her to marry
him, said "Yes," right away.
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They had been married about a year when Dud was
born. His father named him that. He took one look at the
round fat body, the short legs, thick neck and stocky shoulders, and said "We'd better name him Dud."
"It really isn't a pretty name," objected the mother.
"It isn't really a pretty colt," answered the father.
"But he may grow into something beautiful," the mother
insisted.
"The name will suit him later, or I'm no judge of horse
flesh," replied the father.
"Well, I suppose if it fits him, but I had thought of
something sweet like Prancer, or Starbell," the mother said,
weakly.
But the father was firm. "We aren't going to wish that
sort of a name on a boy. Wait until he grows up and if
we change his name, at all, we will probably change it to
Alsoran. But I am pretty sure Dud will fit him, always."
Dud ate like the pink baby pigs in the barn-yard. When
he outgrew milk and took to clover, he ate steadily, from
early morning until noon, when he rested an hour. All wise
animals rest in the middle of the day. And then he chewed
stolidly on, until the sun went down.
He grew quite round and very lazy. His body looked
like a stuffed oat bag and his nose was always covered with
bits of clover, and generally there was hayseed, or an oat or
two, sticking in his mane.
The farmer did not expect much of him for the first
year, but when he was two years old, the hired man put a
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bridle on him and a saddle and taught him how to mind
the reins and carry a man on his back.
Dud didn't like it, a little bit. It was enough to carry
his fat self around without the extra load of a man or a boy,
but he couldn't wisely refuse for the hired man cut a stinging
switch from the willow tree and Dud preferred work to
having that on his fat hips.
His mother was · very proud when she saw him.
"You will someday wear a little flat saddle and have a
short and thin man on your back and go tearing around
a race track with a band playing for you and people jumping
up and down howling, 'C'm on in, Dud! Atta Boy, Dud!' "
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His father snorted and theu put his nose in the trough
and blew bubbles. "That fat runt," he jeered. "A fine
chance he has for a saddle and the track."
"If not a runner, then at least a trotter," his mother said
hopefully.
"And if not a trotter, then a professional slow walker,"
finished his father. "A fine chance he has for bands and
cheering crowds." But Mrs. Horse would not change her
mind.
And a lot Dud cared whether he had a chance to be a
race horse, or not. He liked being tubby looking and lazy
and he was not the least bit interested in growing slender
and swift. Also he had found out to his joy, that by refusing
to go faster than a walk and kicking with both hind legs
like a toy horse when the willow switch was applied, he
could soon make any rider angry and disgusted and it wouldn't
be long after he had been taken from the stables before he
would be returned to them.
So he kept gleefully on, being no account and lazy and
finally his father talked to him.
"Look here, Son, how long do you think the farmer will
keep you, if you never move faster than a walk? You aren't
earning your oats and in another year you will be sold."
"I should worry," said Dud indifferently. "There is
always clover in one field or another, and I can be lazy with
one rider as well as another."
"Also you can saunter along at your own po key gait
ahead of an ash cart, or a junk wagon, and a lot of clover
you will get then. You'll dine twice a day, only, on stale
corn and musty hay."
And sure enough, the farmer, looking over the fence,
one Sunday when the horses were all turned out to graze,
said to the hired man, "Dud is on the next sale list. He
doesn't do a tap of work and you can pass him on to the
first buyer."
Dud's mother was frightened then and much upset, and
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his father said, "I told you so." But that evening they
both talked to Dud.
His mother said, "You've poked so long now that you've
lost your gallop, your trot is scram bled in to a half dozen
gaits and all of them slow, and you can't go faster than a
slow walk if you try. Worse than that, you'll probably
never get those lost gaits back."
"Then I won't have to use them," Dud said, carelessly.
"Oh!" cried his mother in a temper, "I wish something
dreadful would happen to you ·to make you speed ·up."
"Nothing can," answered her shiftless son.
But it did, and that very night.
Dud wakened from a sound sleep with his nose full of
smoke, his eyes smarting, and his nice fat hips unpleasantly
warm from long red flames that licked disagreeably down
on him from the hay mow above.
He could hear the other horses stamping and his mother
and l\tliss Filly calling the farmer. His father called, too,
and a team of mules raised their voices for help. The farmer
and his men came running.
"Get the good ones first," he called. "If they pull back
put your coats over their heads."
Dud's father went past Dud's stall with a horse blanket
over his eyes and Miss Filly lunged along after. The farmer's
boy had both mules by their halters with no coats over their
eyes, for mules have twice as much sense as horses and these
two knew enough not to run back into a blazing barn, or to
object to being led out of one.
Dud's mother, rearing and plunging, with the hired man
hangi1ig to her halter came next and three colts galloped
past, but no one came near Dud, or tried to get him out.
The plow horses, crowding against each other, went next
and Dud said to himself, "Now they'll come for me." But
no one did, and Dud began to be terribly frightened. Evidently he wasn't worth saving and he began to wish he
hadn't been so useless.
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"Well," he thought unhappily, "if they won't come
after me I'll have to get myself out. I wish this halter strap
weren't so strong."
He braced his four feet and threw his head back. The
strap held and Dud felt a lump come in his throat. He
was afraid now and the fire was uncomfortably close. Also
burning things were dropping all around him and he had
to jump constantly from one side to the other to keep from
cooking in spots.
He braced again. This time he lunged back with his
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body as he threw his head up. The strap stretched and
snapped and he was free.
That is he was free to run around inside the burning
barn, if he enjoyed that sort of amusement, but there wasn't
any kind of way to get out. A huge burned rafter had fallen
across the door the horses used to get in to the barn yard,
and the big double doors where the carriages came in were
one sheet of flame. There was still the door the farmer used
and Dud thought with a bounce of joy that he could get out
of that.
It was open, by good fortune, and Dud started through.
His head and neck went out nicely, but his body was too
fat. It stuck and scraped his sides unpleasantly. Now Dud
was thoroughly sorry he had been so greedy and lazy, also
he was afraid he never would get out and regretted more
than you can know the too-many clover tops and extra
helping of bran he used to steal every time the bin was
opened.
He backed into the burning barn and whinnied wildly
to his mother, "I can't get out."
He was terrified by now, and raced about the blazing
place, dodging falling wood, and jumping over smoking hay:
Suddenly he heard his mother call. "Dud! You'll have
to jump through the opening by the silo, and jump quick,
because the roof is falling in."
There was a groan from the rafters overhead, a mass of
flaming hay sizzled down and scorched Dud's pretty tail.
It was a great help to him in making up his mind to jump
through the silo hole. In fact all he needed was that Ii ttle
flame beginning on his tail and he was ready to leap through
a wall.
He blinked his eyes in the smoke and shot forward.
There was the opening about four feet above the floor and
large enough for any horse to pass through, for the farmer
used it to put great loads of corn into the barn. Dud cleared
it with room to spare and landed sprawling in the paddock.
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But this was about as bad as the barn. Things were·
falling from the roof and the grass was blazing. Dud wanted
to leave this as much as he had his stall. But he couldn't
hurry. He'd lost his gallop and scramble d his trot and
mislaid his run and there he was, with only a lazy walk
to carry him away from a baking hot place.
He heard his mother call from the house yard, and he
made a last frantic effort to get away from the oven behind
and around him. He had four legs; surely they should be
able to get him somewhe re. He began moving them as
fast as he could, two feet on the same side at the same time.
It wasn't a pretty gait but it was certainly covering ground.
He tore around the corner of the barn into the barn-yar d)
through a burning gate and out into the road that led to
the house.
"Look at that little rascal pace, will you?" shouted the
farmer, and the hired man, who had long since wearied of
urging Dud in to somethin g swifter than a walk, simply
opened his mouth and gasped.
"Gosh!" he said, "a two minute pace without training.
We won't be selling that boy soon."
The next morning , the farmer's neighbor s all came and
cleared away the black ashes that had been a barn, and
the next week they came again and built a nice new roomy
barn while their wives helped the farmer's wife cook food for
them to eat at noons.
Dud was given a box stall, and somethin g more. He
was given daily exercise and plenty of it. He was hitched
to a little cart with big rubber tires, and while the hired
man sat on a narrow seat with Dud's tail under him so he
wouldn't get swished in the eyes, that once lazy horse was
driven around a track as fast as he could go.
It wasn't long before Dud grew to enjoy the track and
going fast with both feet moving so easily on one side at
the same time, and after he had found that nice swift pace,
his scramble d trot and lost gallop and mislaid run began
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coming back, so that with his walk he had five gaits which
was considered most stylish by the farmer.
And in the fall, when the County Fair was held, Dud,
with the hired man sitting on his tail in the little rubbertired cart, paced out onto the track with the flags flying, the
bands playing and the crowds cheering, just as his mother
had said he would. He did more than that, too. He won
every race he was in and the farmer cried tears of joy on
his mane and the hired man rubbed him with chamois and
gave him sweet carrots.
He didn't often feel lazy, but when he did and began
slowing down, the hired man lit his pipe with a wisp of burning hay and the mere sight and smell of it made Dud practice up all his five gaits. The trot never came back entirely,
it was always a little scrambled and queer, but, as the farmer
said:
"If Dud can bring home the bacon, I don't care what
gait he uses to carry it.".
Dud's father said, "I was never more surprised in my

life."And his mother said, "I told you so."
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THE SEAL WHO FOUND HIS SHADOY/

K

AR KI was a fine young seal with beautiful sleek

skin and a set of very smart whiskers. His mother
mentioned the skin to her friends but Karki mentioned the whiskers to his.
Karki had an uncle, Mr. Walrus, who had bristling
whiskers that waggled when he ate sea-weed or licked his
chops after a full meal of careless fish, and from the time
Karki was a little chap, he had been impressed by his uncle.
It was rather extraordinary for so young a seal to have
such promising whiskers, and Karki was sure that when
he grew older they would help him to take an important
place in the seal herd. He spoke about the matter to his
father who said:
"O ! Dry sand! Y ou'II need more than whiskers to make
you important."
And his uncle said, when Karki spoke to him, "Keep
'em neat my boy! Keep 'em neat!"
But old Mrs. Sea Cow said, when Karki spoke to her,
"Ump!" and went on munching wet weeds and wiggling her
face in a most interesting fashion.
The whiskers do not have much to do with this story
after all, they are only mentioned because Karki would
enjoy having you know about them.
Karki was just a year old, when he first found his shadow.
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The seals had been spending the summer on an island East
of North, (which means that it was farther North than
East) and, as is often the case in the North, had known a
very warm summer. They took swims before breakfast and
one hour after, before lunch and one hour after, and before
dinner but not after, for by that time the sun had gone grinning down behind the last cloud West and the sands were
cool enough to lie on.
The older members of the herd complained a great deal
about the weather and wished they had good recipes for
iced tea and frozen punch, but in place of these found cool
springs that dripped from chilly rocks, and took polite turns
rolling over and over in the damp shelter. One or two almost
ancient walruses were greedy about the shady and moist
places and at first the seals were inclined to insist upon
fair and even turns, but the walruses did so much complaining about their heads being hot, their flippers being
.limp, their tails dragging, and their whiskers sagging, that
finally the seals were glad enough to let them have the cool
pools and go off where they didn't have to listen to such
complainings.
The young seals just wouldn't listen at all but said rudely
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among themselves when the walruses appeared, "There comes
that band of whiners again. Let's take to the water and
stop our ears with jelly fish eggs so we won't have to listen
to them." And they did more than that, too. If the whiny
walruses followed in to the sea, the sealets splashed and
shouted rudely, and dived under their elders to upset them in
a most disturbing fashion, so the walruses in turn left the
sea to the youngsters and in one way and another the whole
herd got along without much quarrelling and comparatively few nips from sharp teeth.
It was on one very hot afternoon that Karki found his
shadow. His mother and aunts were rolling under a rockdripping spring, and his father and uncles were snoozing
in the shade of a cliff. Karki's playmates were sleeping in
the ocean, which sounds queer but is true; they rolled themselves in to Ii ttle round balls with their flippers folded closely
about them and only the tips of their noses showing above
the water. Seals can stay in this position for hours and
sleep soundly in the swinging sea.
Karki looked for someone to play with him and couldn't
see anything but little noses and whiskers bobbing up and
down in the water. He called once or twice, but with their
ears under water, the sealets couldn't hear a thing.
"Limp Fish!" Karki sighed in vexation. "Not a seal ·to
play with and every older seal in sight cross about the heat."
He crambled across the sands and stopped again to look
for a playmate. Seals have a gait peculiar to themselves.
They don't really walk, and certainly they can't swim on
dry land, but they do half crawl and half amble which makes
it a cramble. So Karki crambled inshore and stopped on
the hot sand.
"I don't think the sun so bad," he said contentedly to
himself, "and it makes the sand a pretty gold color." He
twisted his head to look about him and suddenly found the
queerest little gray-black seal lying perfectly flat on the
sand beside him.
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"Hello!" said Karki, nodding his head in a friendly fashion. "Where did you come from?"
The gray-black and flat seal did not answer but twisted
his head back at Karki in the same friendly fashion.
Karki skittered his whiskers and the flat seal did the
same.
"Why, they are almost as beautiful as my whiskers,"
Karki said in surprise. He bobbed his head up and . down
and the flat seal followed his gestures perfectly.
Karki was charmed. "I wonder who you are," he said.
"Anyway, it doesn't matter for you are lots of fun and are
not whiny about the sun." He waved a flipper and the
flat seal waved back at him.
That tickled Karki. He spun around with a happy
Ii ttle giggle and just as he turned to the gray-black and
flat seal, he saw that it, too, was finishing a spin.
For the rest of the afternoon Karki played with the
new companion and when the sun went down he found
his mother and told her all about it.
She look d a little frightened but proud as well.
"Karki," she said, "I may as well tell you the -truth.
That gray-black and flat seal is your shadow. All seals
have shadows, but few of them know it. You see, seal's
eyes are made for looking straight ahead on land and from
side to side in the water, but seals rarely look down. There
is an old old story in our herd about a young seal who would
find his shadow, all alone,-that soon after he would leave
the herd and go to live with men."
"What are men?" Karki wanted to know.
"Hush!" replied his mother, lowering her voice and
looking behind her. "We never speak of men, my Dear,
because the older seals, who have seen them, won't permit
it, and the babies lie awake nights after hearing about them,
,,
an d run temperatures.
"Are they as bad as that?" Karki said. "And if they
arc>, why hould I go to live with them?"
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"The seal in the legend," his mother went on, "is going
to live happily with men, but I should hate to think a son
of mine was going to .man's world, happily, or any other
way. I'd advise you not to mention your shadow, Dear."
"But I love to play with it," Karki insisted. "It is
such a nice rr.annered playmate and never says cross things
about the sun ."
"Shadows have their advantages," sighed his mother,
who had been spending the morning with two warm sisters.
"All right, play with it, but don't talk about it to any one.
Do you hear?"
"Yes 'm," said Karki, and minded because he didn't
want his shadow taken away from him.
The summer flew for Karki after _that, because every
afternoon he found his shadow and as long as it never came
to see him unless the sun was out, he grew not to mind the
heat and to be quite sweet tempered about it, while the
others corrq:: lained. That made him popular with the older
and younger seals and they began speaking of him as being
wonderful, and a dear and jolly. Ordinarily, his mother
would have been proud of that, but knowing about the
shadow, as she did, it only troubled her to have anyone
speak of her boy as wonderful, for she thought he was surely
to be the seal of the legend.
It was about the last of August when one of Karki's
uncles went away. He was g ne two months and came
back looking shockingly thin and as if the moths had been
chewing at his once sleek coat.
"For gracious' sake!" cried his wife. "What have you
. been doing and where have you been?"
But the uncle wouldn't tell her. "Get all the herd together," he said, "and I will tell them what I have found .
So when all the seals were crowded on the sands and the
walruses had crambled down from cool places, the uncle
got on a high rock and addressed them.
"I learned several months ago from a wise old sea turtle
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who has been swimming around these islands for a hundred
years, that .men are coming this way."
He stopped, while several nervous mothers fainted, and
a number of fathers wiped their eyes with their flippers.
"It is true. And when I heard it, I determined to go
away to look for a new island where we could live in safety
and comfort. I have found just the thing we want. It is
about three hundred miles from here and I think we should
start the first of next week."
"Let us start now," cried a mother.
"There is no hurry," replied the uncle. "The men will
not reach this island for weeks so you will h~.ve plenty of
time to pack your things and get a good rest before we start."
So the seals spent the following four days getting their
treasures together, with the children crying because some
of their toys were to be left behind, and their mothers saying crossly, "Oh! don't ask to talr ::! that stuffed fish. Do
you think I want all of my thin 6s smelling of fish?" But
promising themselves, nevertheless, to take all the toys
they possibly could.
On the fifth day, everything was ready and the seaL
lay down in the springs to cool and rest. Karki was playing with his shadow as usual, when suddenly from th~
cliffs there came the scream of an old seal, who followed it
by flopping off and in to the sea, fifty feet below. "Man!
Man!" he cried as he went under the water.
In a second all was bedlam. That is extra-doublenoisy. And the seals began crambling over the sands to
the sea. The seal wh had given the alarm came up to
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blow. "I saw them landing on the other side of the island!
Hurry into the water!"
Karki looked for his mother. She was tearing across
the sand to him.
"Hurry! Hurry!" she cried.
"Why?" answered Karki.
"Oh! Foolish! do you want to be made into a wallet?"
"What's a wallet?" Karki cried, tagging after.
"It is a · sort of cousin to a suit-case," an uncle snorted
as he passed. "And you'll be one of each, if you don't hurry."
"But I want my shadow," Karki howled to his mother.
She was way down the sands by that time and didn't
hear. Karki stopped. It seemed a shame to go off without the dear little shadow. He looked back. There were
no men in sight. He turned and started back for the shadow.
Weren't the bigger seals silly after all? There was nothing
to be afraid of with the sands looking so quiet and familiar.
He crambled back to the rock where he had left his shadow
and there sure enough was the shadow waiting for him.
Karki did a Ii ttle spin for pure happiness and then, with
the shadow following, started back to the sea.
But something tall and thin and startling came between
him and the water. Another like it ran down from the
cliffs and a third came from the beach.
"Drive him back!" one of them called. "Don't let him
get to the water!"
These were men. Karki's heart stopped for a second
and he was suffocated with fear as the men approached.
"Only one Ii ttle fellow left. Poor Ii ttle chap!" said one
of the men. Karki looked· at him with piteous eyes and
closed them in fear as the three walked toward him.
A soft something was thrown over his head and he was
picked up, struggling and crying, and put into a stout
wooden cage.
It was days after that Karki stopped travelling. He
grew less terrified as the time passed, but, at first, he thought
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he would die of fear. His cage was put on a great noisy
thing that went on wheels and shrieked at the head !1nd
blew black smoke. Karki huddled back in the box and
whimpered. Worst of all the shadow had not come with
him and he was desperately lonely. But every day a nice
man with a gen tie voice came to his cage and offered fish.
At first Karki would not touch it, but gradually he got to
like the man and ventured near the bars to take the fish.
"Good little chap!" the man said, "Nobody is going to
hurt you," and he scratched Karki pleasantly on the head.
After days and days on the noisy thing, Karki's box
was lifted off and carried to a pleasant big place where many
animals lived in cages. He was put into a much larger cage
and the second day the man stepped in it with him. Karki
crouched in a corner and cried. The man sat down away
from him and held out some fish and finally Karki got up
enough courage to cramble over and get it. The man petted
him and went away.
· It wasn't _very long after that before Karki was as tame
as a Ii ttle cat, and then the man began teaching him tricks.
They went together to a platform and there Karki learned
to balance a ball on his nose and to catch fish and to beat
a drum.
He learned, too, that the .man's name was Ranny and
when he heard Ranny's voice, he barked happily.
One day, while Ranny was fussing with another seal,
Karki did a trick all by himself. He got a Ii ttle chair on
his nose and balanced it as he had the ball.
Ranny was delighted. "You little rascal," he cried.
"You'II be teaching me tricks next."
Karki learned to balance a ball on the chair, too, and
then learned to stand on his head. He heard Ranny bragging about him to the other men. "He is the only seal in
the world that can stand on his head, or balance two things
at once on his nose." And Karki was pleased because
Ranny was.
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Once he got nervous and bit Ranny in the leg, but he
wasn't whipped for it, only put back in his cage to think
it over, and he ne~er did it again.
Six months after that, Ranny came to him and said,
"You are going to do your tricks in the Big Top, Baby,
and you must do your best for I want to be proud of you."
And that night Karki followed Ranny over some sawdust and into a huge tent where bands were playing and
thousands of people sat on all sides. Karki was afraid,
and pressed close to Ranny for protection. He got a juicy
bit of fish, then, and a pat on the head. "Good little fellow," said Ranny. "Don't you fail your master."
So Karki made up his mind to do his very best, but still it
was very scarey with all those peo.ple and the three noisy bands.
They went to the middle of it all and suddenly there
was a silence almost as terrifying as the noise had been.
"Ladies and gentlemen!" shouted a big ring master,
"I take pleasure in introducing the greatest performing seal
in the world. Karki is the only seal that can balance two
articles on his nose at the same time, e,~· stand on his head.
He is, also, the only seal to perform alone under the Big
Top tent for five minutes." The bands burst forth again
and everybody clapped.
Poor little Karki. He turned frightened eyes to Ranny
who said, "Do your best and never mind the noise."
So Karki started his tricks,. and as he did, a huge white
light flashed over him and he caught at the ball that Ranny
tossed him, but to his sorrow he dropped it and heard Ranny
gasp. This was dreadful, to disappoint such a good master.
Karki turned to get the ball and there, by his side l:lnder
the white arc light, was his shadow.
Kar~i stopped breathlessly for a second, then proudly
got the ball and tossed it back to Ranny. He ducked his
little head to one side and said to his shadow, "There, can
you do that?" The shadow ducked his head back again
and looked pleased.
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"That's nothing!" said Karki. "Look at this."
He stood on his head and to his delight, his little grayblack and flat shadow tried to do the same, but as Karki
came down he saw the shadow flop and knew that it could
never stand on its head as he did.
"Isn't that baby precious?" cried women in the au<lience. "See him duck his little head after each trick as if
he were shy." Fo:: they did not know that Karki was talking to his shadow.
Karki picked up the chair and Ranny, most awfully
proud of him, went to the side of the platform and pretended that he wasn't even looking.
"Oh! look!" cried the children. "Did you ever see anything so cute? Every time we clap he looks down. He's
just darling." And Karki went on with one trick after the
other while the applause grew and grew and Ranny 'most
cried with joy.
Karki bowed again and again and each time his shadow
bowed with him, and finally, just because he was so happy
to have his shadow back, Karki did the little flop he used
to do on the sands; half somersault and half cart-wheel.
"That's a new one, you little rascal!" Ranny said as
he held out a handful of fish. "Karki, there isn't money
enough in the world to buy you now."
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But afterward Ranny said to the ring master, "I was
afraid he was going to be too frightened to do his tricks.
He seemed so nervous until the arc light was turned on
him and then he began to play as if he liked it all."
"Better let him have the light always," advised the
ring master.
And so Karki found h::; shadow again and always when
he did his tricks in the big top, his shadow played by his
side. But no one ever knew what made Karki so happy
when the arc light shone on him.
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"I

THE BUNNY WHO BRAIDED HER EARS

BELIEVE I will have my ears bobbed. Everybody
is wearing 'em bobbed now," said little Reddie Rabbit.
"I am gojng to wear mine twisted about my head
with a ribbon bow in the back," said Sally Hare.
"And I," said Ann, "will have mine long and braided."
"Ann, you couldn't!" the other two cried. "You just
couldn't do anything so old-fashioned. vVhy, you'll look
like a horse and buggy, and you'll never be able to get a
hat that will fit you."
"Don't care," said Ann. "It will be individual, and I
like being individual."
"You might as well wear a bustle," snorted Reddie.
"Or three white petticoats and leg o'mutton sleeves,"
added Sally.
"Are you going to have your new bathing suit made
with wide bloomers and a skirt?" asked Reddie.
"And are you going to buy a merry widow hat?" Sally
wanted to know.
But Ann only twiddled· her nose independently and
said, "I like braided ears, especially when they are long
. ''
as mme.
"Well, you have beautifully long ears," Sally told her
frankly, "and I wouldn't be surprised if they would be lovely
done in a braid."
The three bunnies were having afternoon pansies and
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tulips together in a lovely flower garden, belonging to a
lady who did not care for rabbits,· but who was away on
that particular afternoon, buying more bulbs for her fountain garden, and bushes for the rose garden. Ann, who
lived in the woods the other side of the Ii ttle creek, thought
it a good time to entertain her friends.
In the spring, the new plan ts did taste so good. The
rabbits got awfully tired of barn food during the winter.
That is, the dried corn, and meal, and hay with sticklyprickly thistles in it. The cow stables had some fair bran
in the bins, and the horse barns had oats, but even those
got musty toward the end of March and the rabbits were
always glad to have spring come and to see the lady who
did not care for bunnies hoeing among her flowers and
directing her gardener where to set the nice, new, tender
bulbs. The lady worked rather hard during April and May,
but by working just as hard the rabbits encouraged her -to
work harder, so there was almost always some juicy green
bit ready to be eaten when the lady, or the gardener went
to town.
Reddie Rabbit had entertained her Chewing Club the
week before. The afternoon had started promisingly. They
were comfortably located in a bed of daffodils munching
happily on new stems, when a dog-about-town appeared
with three of his friends, and for a minute or two there was
little in the scenery but bouncing bunnies and leaping dogs.
The three rabbit girls got away all right, but even after a
week, turned a little pale at the sight of slim, long leaves
or fragrant daffodils.
The week before that, Sally had been the hostess, but
as she wisely selected the under part of the front porch
behind some nice, firm lattice work, the only dog who did
come to the party had to stay on the outside and content
himself with envious sniffs and jealous whinings.
Sally gave her guests lettuce sandwiches and catnip
tea, but they enjoyed the sandwiches more than the tea
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because the annoying dog on the other side of the lattice
made their cups shake, the way cups jiggle in a dining car,
and they spilled some of the tea on their new spring fur.
It wasn't only that it was uncomfortably hot, but it was
weeks before the stain wore off, and as you know, Rabbits,
even the very wealthy and stylish ones, cannot send their
fur to the dry-cleaners.
Reddie was named after her mother's family, who were
wellknown Belgian Reds, and Ann was named after her
grandfather, whose last name was Antwerp, being, as he was,
a Belgian Hare. Sally was named after a little girl who
had ten rabbits in a pen and never forgot to feed them,
though Sally should have been named Flemmy, after her
grandmother who was a Flemish Giant. Each had brothers
and sisters, but their names are of no matter.
On this particular afternoon, the three girls had almost
finished the pansies and tulips, when the party broke up
suddenly. The gardener came back carrying a hoe, a mole
trap and a B. B. gun.
"Well, good-bye," said Sally hurriedly. "I had a lovely
time." Her tail showed white like a bit of cotton as she
left under the fence.
"The tulips were delicious," mentioned Reddie, as she
passed like a small streak of lightning.
"Come again both of you," said Ann cordially from a
hole in the ground, and went all the way in as the gardener
found what was left of the pansies and tulips.
Ann spoke to her mother later about gardeners and her
mother said sharply, "Ann! you KNOW I am just over a
nervous headache."
It would be a week before the Chewing Club met
again and in the mean time Ann tried braiding her
ears. They were beautifully long as Sally had said, but
at best there were only two of them, and as you know, it
is practically impossible to make a really smooth or even
braid with only two strands. Ann tried to invent a new
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kind of braid but wasn't successful. Then she took some
long marsh grass, but the edges were sharp and scratched
her ears. She tried braiding in the stem of the fleur-de-lis
then, but that cracked and oozed a white sticky stuff that
got on her whiskers and made them look like under-done
bread sticks.
Ann grew q ~i te discouraged. It didn't help much to
see Reddie flopping past with her ears neatly bobbed and
just ever so cute with their little rounding edges.
"How do you like 'em short?" Ann asked.
"My dear, I wouldn't have them long again for worlds,"
Reddie replied. "I got an awful cold the day they were
cut, and for two days was as sorry as I could be. I would
have given anything to have them long again. But now
that I'm used to it, I just love it. They are so easy to wash,
and I don't have any trouble buying hats that fit, now."
To make it worse, Sally had her ears bobbed, too.
"I tried twisting them around my head and wearing a
bow, but Mother said I looked like the girls she used to
know in boarding school, and anyway I kept getting grass
stains on the ribbons and had to have a fresh one every
day and Mother said that was too much of a good thing.
Why don't you have your ears bobbed, Ann? Everybody
will be making fun of you with a braid."
So Ann tried bending her ears down before the mirror
when she was · alone. "Not that I have any idea of having
them bobbed, but I would like to see how I look," she told
herself.
Probably she would have gone to the barber's even
then, but for two things. She felt a little shy about walking into a place where so many men were sitting about,
and moreover an uncle of hers, who came to visit, brought
her a lovely flesh-colored kid belt. It just matched her
ears and was so nice and soft that it didn't hurt a bit when
she braided it in with them. Better than that, it was quite
long so that she could wear it around her waist and bring
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it up along her back to her ears and s tart the braid at her
head. It made her ears stand up astonishingly. They
waved at passers-by, like flags in a parade, and when Ann
went through the woods, they bobbed along after her with
great style and individuality.
"Your little girl is a delight," a friend said to Ann's
mother. "In this day and age f grown-up young ladies,
it is so refreshing to find orie as old-fashioned as Ann."
And an aunt said, "I was watching Ann the other day
as she was playing with the other girls, and I said to myself that I was proud to be her aunt. She is so different
from the others. It just does my heart good to see a child
like her."
All of which Ann's mother repeated to her, which made
Ann feel quite pleased and proud over her braided ears.
She grew a little superior with the girls her own ageand
naturally they resented it and said, "Ann is getting awfully
stuck on herself for no reason whatsoever. Too much praise
from her old relatives."
By the time the Chewing Club met again, Ann's ears
were standing up splendidly in a correct braid. She went
to Sally's feeling more than pleased with her appearance,
and didn't wait for the others to mention her beautiful
ears before she spoke of them herself.
"Aunt Lippity said to Mother that she loved the way
I was wearing my ears," she began, "but then Auntie has
always been prejudiced in my favor." She wasn't entirely
sure what all that meant, but she had heard her mother
say it and thought it made a pleasing sentence to repeat.
"Have you seen the new dahlias?" Sally asked. "They
are in Mrs. Woods' garden.'
"My uncle said that he never had any idea, when he
bought this belt, how well it would look in my ears," Ann
persisted.
"The Shasta Daises in Mrs. Green's garden are very
bitter this season," Reddie complained.
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"But then he didn't realize what beautifully lung ears
I had." Ann's voice was a little louder now and she wasn't
entirely pleased to hear about the new plants.
"I thought we might meet near the creek, the next
time," Sally went on. "The farmer's new oats are very
tender about now."
Ann gave up, sulkily but spitefully. "I th.1rik you girls
look awfully stunted with such short ears," she said.
Sally flipped hers. "I love the light feeling it gives me,"
she answered gaily.
Ann grew rrore cheerful when Sally brought out a plate
of new narcissus bulbs. "Wherever did you get them?"
"In a box on the front porch. The family was at Jun ch
and Toodles, that annoying little fox terrier, was with them.
It seemed such a nice chance."
"Perfect, I should say," approved Reddie.
The three girls were in the middle of their tender refreshmen ts when suddenly a loud and startling bark was
heard. Sally dropped the uneaten half of her narcissus
bulb. "It is that dog-about-town again," she whispered,
"and he has three friends with him."
The barks were coming rapidly closer. Sally shot into
a hole belonging to a ground squirrel just as Mr. Dog and
his friends shot in to the Ii ttle opening where the girls had
been sitting. If Sally's ears had been longer she never
would have ma.de the tight squeeze.
Red die went under the fence through a hole so small
that Mr. Dog couldn't even sniff through it comfortably.
But Ann with her braided ears could not consider following
her friends and took to her heels.
This was great! Exactly what Mr. Dog and his friends
wanted. The Airedale in the crowd gave three joyous yips
and tore after. A sad faced hound gave a long drawn-out
howl and wailed, "Follow after! The chase is on!" And
a lively little cur, without any bringing up, woofed, "I'll say de
loidy is gain' te give us a swell time." And away they all flew.
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Ann flew too. She didn't go loppy-stop, loppy-stop
but she went gay-lop bounce, gay-lop bounce, and covered
a great deal of ground with each bounce.
At first she could feel the hot breath of the four dogs
as they yipped gleefully, then she gained a bit, and then
she lost ground. She was getting tired and terribly frightened. Her long braided ears floated out behind her like a
sail and grew astonishingly heavy and in the way. She
had always been accustomed to flattening them out on
her back when she ran before, but with the belt to support
them, they just wouldn't lie down properly, but stood up
straight and troublesome.
"Woof!" said the Airedale, unpleasantly close.
Bounce! went Ann.
"Yip!" shrieked the cur.
Gay-lop bounce, gay-lop bounce! went Ann.
A stump held her up. She didn't hq.ve time to go around
it and she didn't have time to wait and see what was on
the other side. She gave a frantic leap and went clean into
the air with six feet to spare. It was an extraordinar y jump
and she never could have done it in play, but with those
dogs behind her she felt a great desire to do her best.
On and on, in the air she sailed and the dogs went whirling under. If she had landed, they would have had her
sure, but just as she was beginning to go down, her long
braided ears caught in the fork of a tree and there she stuck
and swung, high above the dogs, uncomfortab le, but safe.
The Airedale jumped until he was tired, but didn't come
within two feet of Ann. The cur tried a running jump,
but fell so far short that even Ann made fun of him, though
she did not feel much like talking at the time. And the
other dogs jumped and jumped and then sat under her,
looking up hungrily with their long red tongues hanging
·
out · and their sides pan ting in and out.
"Rats!" said the hound. "There is my master calling
me. I'll have to go."
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"S 'l ong, '' sa1.d t he cur to Ann.

. us a good
" Y ou ' ve give

run for our money."
"Have lunch with me another day," said the Airedale
politely, and the dogs walked slowly back to their homes.
Ann swung helplessly for a time and then a flock of
robins, whom she knew, flew past and stopped to see why
Ann was swinging from a fork in the tree.
"Untie the belt at the ·end of my braid," Ann begged.
So the robins pecked away at the knot until it slipped
and the ears un braided.
Ann stopped at the barbers on the way home.
"I don't know but what I like them better short," her
mother said, "even if it does make you look like other girls."
"I want to," replied Ann. "I want to be exactly like
Sally and Reddie; they are so handy getting around."
But she did not speak of l\tlr. Dog and his friends.
Her aunt said, "Why! WhyEVER did you have your
ears bobbed?"
Sally said, "I think you look awfully stunted with them
short."
Reddie said, "Why did you have a boy cut; didn't you
like a regular bob?"
And Ann said wisely, "The shorter the better. When
do we eat?"

New Yo/land
Happy Children Books
THE CAT WHOSE WHISKERS SLIPPED
by RuTH CAMPBELL, illustrated by VE ELIZABETH CADIE
WOODEN WILLIE
written and illustrated by J OHNNY GRUELL£

THE SKATING GANDER
by ALICE CooPER BAILEY, illustrated by MARIE MYERS
FRIENDS OF J IMMIE
written and illustrated by GERTRUDE ALICE KAY

BELOVED BELINDY
written and illustrated by J OHNNY GRUELL£

(

The
Volland Ideal
Volland books are beautiful in text and
illustration ; their stories are wholesome, happy and inspiring and their
pictures lovely in color and harmony.
The parent or teacher who buys a
Volland Book knows that it is not
only safe, because it will not
cause fright, suggest fear, nor
glorify mischief, but that it
will give happiness and develop good taste in reading
and art in the fortunate
child to w horn the
book is presented .
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